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FOREWORD 

The environmental consciousness and the electrical interests that I have now, grew up on 
me during my first years at Madrid Polytechnic University (UPM). Thanks to my 
professors Jaime Rodríguez and Carlos Veganzones, I realized that the humankind cannot 
keep consuming the enormous quantity of fossil fuel that has been wasted during the last 
decades (and is still wasted), since it is a finite resource. It is as well quite expensive to 
obtain, and its consumption produces a huge amount of carbon dioxide which contributes 
to the greenhouse effect. 
 
During those days, I learned that the best alternative to fossil fuels is electrical energy, 
mainly because it is fast (approximately 3e5 kilometres per second) and easy to transport 
(with three wires of 2.5 centimetres of diameter it is possible to transport energy for one 
million people). Furthermore, I attended a few conferences where I learned that the twenty 
percent of the total carbon dioxide sent to the atmosphere is produced by electric power 
plants. These ideas made me choose the specialization in Electrical Engineering at my 
home university, and my electives were related to renewable energies like photovoltaic 
and wind energy. 
 
The first semester of my Erasmus year at Technical University of Denmark (DTU) I 
enrolled in the course “31783-Integration of Wind Power in the Power System” imparted 
by my supervisor Mattia Marinelli. This course put together most of the things I had 
studied during my specialization, like control of the electric power system, wind turbines 
design, power market and the role of smart grids. Working on these fields I realized that 
I wanted to do my Master’s Thesis in a topic related to power systems and smart grids, so 
Mattia proposed me a project that allowed me to develop my knowledge in a crucial and 
actual field: the usage of Electric Vehicles (EV) to control and solve congestions 
problems in a real Danish low voltage grid. 
 
This thesis was prepared at the Department of Electrical Engineering at the Technical 
University of Denmark in fulfilment of the requirements for acquiring a M.Sc. degree. 
Mattia Marinelli and Katarina Knezović were supervisors of this project.  
 

Jorge Nájera Álvarez, Copenhagen 2015 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this thesis is to develop a centralised congestion controller and centralised 
congestion controller with decentralised voltage management for a real Danish 
distribution network that has a considerably high fleet of Electric Vehicles (EV), and to 
study how those EVs can help the network by varying their charging pattern depending 
on the scenario that the network is facing. The design of the controllers and the EV battery 
model has been carried out in Matlab Simulink SimPowerSystems, as well as the 
simulations that represent the different scenarios. 
 
Chapter 1 starts defining the concept of Smart Grid, which advantages and disadvantages 
this kind of network has and why it is important in this thesis. Moreover, Nikola Project 
is introduced in this chapter, explaining its relationship with this thesis and the different 
activities that its engineers are working on. Furthermore, the benefits of lithium-ion 
technology are described, and also the characteristics that make them suitable for being 
used in an EV. The simulation environment Matlab Simulink is briefly described at the 
end of this chapter. 
 
Chapter 2 describes the real Danish distribution network and the different consumptions 
and productions that each household has. The two scenarios where the controls have been 
tested are also described in the second chapter. 
 
Chapter 3 presents the storage model. It starts defining the specific type of lithium-ion 
battery that the EVs from the Danish network have, and then it goes deep into the Matlab 
Simulink SimPowerSystems storage model, describing each one of the subsystems that 
form the battery model. Two simulations with different charging patterns have been 
carried out to prove that the battery model is working, and this has also been presented at 
the end of this chapter. 
 
Chapter 4 is where the two control strategies are described and tested. It starts describing 
the power control strategy and its behaviour in the two different scenarios, and after that 
the voltage control strategy is presented. 
 
At last, conclusions are reported in Chapter 5. 
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1   
INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Smart Grids 

Power grid is a network made of transmission and distribution lines, power plants, 
substations, transformers and additional components with the goal of delivering electric 
energy from the generation plants to the places where electric power is needed, like 
households or industrial areas. 
 
In the last years of the ninetieth century, the first alternating current power grid was 
developed and installed, and during the early years of the twentieth century, local grids 
were built around communities. Little by little, these local grids were interconnected 
making a more reliable system and, by the sixties, developed countries had a big and 
strongly interconnected network. Between the seventies and the nineties electricity 
became more widespread, leading to a huge increase of power plants. During those years 
the main concern was the low power quality, resulting in faults and blackouts during the 
peak hours because of the power plants’ inability to cover the demand. Moreover, a 
movement to reduce the carbon dioxide emissions started in the seventies, and it will 
become more and more important in the following decades. In the late nineties the power 
demand problem was solved when the electricity demand patterns were established, so 
only few generators would work during peak hours. In the twenty first century some 
pioneer countries started to develop Smart Grids [1].  
 
Smart Grids refers to a modernization of electricity system form by system controls, 
automation and communication technology that work together with the electrical grid, 
enabling it to act and respond to fast changes in the electric power demand. The Smart 
Grid is a unique opportunity to make the energy industry more reliable and efficient, 
qualities which will contribute to our economic and environmental health. The benefits 
that Smart Grids provide are [2], [3]: 
 

• Power reliability and quality: Using technologies such as state estimation, the 
Smart Grid is able to improve fault detections, allowing the self-healing of the 
network without the intervention of technicians. It is also possible to reduce the 
amount of power outages by moving some activities from the peak hours to the 
off-peak hours, so the peak consumption will be much lower. 
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• Flexibility: Smart Grids are able to handle bidirectional energy flows, allowing 
for distributed generation such as from photovoltaic panels, fuel cells, batteries of 
electric vehicles, wind turbines, and more power sources. 

 
• Sustainability: The improvements made in flexibility allow Smarts Grids to 

integrate big amounts of wind power or photovoltaic panels, reducing the energy 
production from non-renewable sources, attenuating the greenhouse effect and 
decreasing carbon dioxide emissions. Furthermore, Smarts Grids can turn off 
electronic systems that are not in use, so the energy waste is lower. 

 
• Efficiency: Smarts Grids are more efficient, providing reduced energy use, 

reduced losses and reduced peak demand, e.g. changing the charging pattern of 
the electric vehicles to a lower level, or even discharging them to support the 
network. 

 
• Financial benefits: Smarts Grids give direct economic benefits. Operations costs 

are reduced, which makes communications between suppliers and customers 
easier. Customers can choose between different prices and have access to energy 
information, and only some critical loads would have to pay the peak energy 
prices. The price is different between peak and off-peak hours so the customers 
have the decision to move some activities to off-peak hours, which saves them 
money and reduces the peak consumption. 

 
On the other hand, there are several concerns and challenges that do not facilitate Smart 
Grid installations all over the world [4], [5]: 
 

• Health problems: Smart Meter installations can cause health problems. In a Smart 
Grid, every household can have around 10-15 appliances equipped with an 
antenna that transmits radiofrequency and electromagnetic frequency radiation at 
high frequencies, which could cause adverse effects in the society. 

 
• Privacy and security:  There is concern about the security of a Smart Grid, mainly 

in the communications technology. Most of the devices used in Smart Grids are 
connected to the internet. There is important of information that could be used for 
criminal purposes, and it could happen that some areas have to face a power 
outage because of the disconnection of the power suppliers. 

 
• Expensive equipment: Some components of the Smart Grid are very expensive 

and require a high level of control, like the power system stabilizer located on the 
generators that provides improvements in stabilizing the system when a fast 
response is needed. 
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Figure 1-1 shows a graph where the different distributed resources like PV and EV are 
integrated in a Smart Grid, as well as wind power and traditional generation plants. These 
traditional generators are the ones that support the Smart Grid, but this kind of network 
has been developed to integrate a big amount of renewable energies. 
 

 

Figure 1-1 Smart Grid [2] 

Smart Grids will have a major role in the near future. Last year, Denmark announced the 
ambitious goal of being 100% renewable for 2050. Denmark electric grid is already more 
than 40% renewable, and it is planned to reach 50% by 2020. It is likely Denmark will 
reach its goal, so the entire electric system will have to be redesigned into Smart Grids, 
where EVs are expected to be an important distributed load [6], [7]. Figure 1-2 illustrates 
the expected energy consumption in Denmark for the following years. 
 

 

Figure 1-2 Expected energy consumption in Denmark up to 2050 [6] 

Summarizing, most of today´s power generation relies on fossil fuels, which send carbon 
dioxide to the atmosphere and increases the greenhouse effect. The twenty first century 
society needs an electric system able to balance the consumption and the supply when it 
faces fast changes in the demand, and also a grid that can integrate new technologies like 
storage devices and electric vehicles.  
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Smarts Grids can satisfy these requirements and, despite the fact that there are serious 
concerns that must be solved, they are an incredible opportunity to make our energy 
industry more sustainable and reliable. This thesis aims to implement two control 
strategies to manage EV behaviour when this distributed resource is implemented in a 
Low Voltage network equipped with PV installations. 

1.2 The Nikola Project 

The grid studied in this thesis, and where the impact of the EV charging controllers is 
going to be evaluated, is a real Danish Low Voltage network that Nikola Project is using. 
 
EVs are one of the most important distributed energy resources that can be integrated in 
a smart grid. The main characteristics that make them suitable for that purpose are: 
 

• EVs are a large load compared to other household distributed resources like PV’s. 
 

• It has a high degree of flexibility, and it is also expected to remain connected to 
the grid for several hours. 
 

• It can provide a quick response and bidirectional energy flow. 

The Nikola project is a Danish research project which aims to study and evaluate different 
services that electric vehicles can provide to the electric grid, and the benefits that those 
services have for the users, electric system and society. The Nikola project defines EV 
services as “the act of influencing the timing, rate and direction of the power and energy 
exchanged between the EV battery and the grid” [8] and, hence, these services are 
organized in three main groups: System-wide Services, Distribution Grid Services and 
User added Services. 
 
Nikola System-wide services are related to ancillary services, the ones that the 
transmission system operator (TSO) has to manage in order to have a reliable operation 
of the power system as it moves electric power from generating power plants to 
distribution areas. The Nikola project evaluates the viability of using EVs to provide the 
following services: 
 

• Frequency regulation (normal): EVs can provide this kind of regulation to keep 
the frequency close to 50 Hz. 
 

• Frequency regulation (fast): EVs can also provide this new type of frequency 
regulation that is more precise. This regulation cannot be provided by traditional 
generators.  
 

• Secondary regulation: EVs can restore the frequency to 50 Hz after a deviation. 
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• Tertiary regulation: EVs can also act as a replacement reserve in case that the 
system needs more power than the one that the secondary regulation can give. 
 

• Synthetic inertia: EVs can imitate the rotational energy stored in a traditional 
generator by using Lithium batteries. These batteries have a fast chemical reaction 
which makes them able to provide this service. 
 

• Adaptive charging: EV charging pattern can be delayed or advanced in time. 
 

• MORE (Mother of all Regulation): This is an ancillary service that includes all 
the traditional services. This can be done with a huge number of EVs. 

Nikola Distribution System services are the ones that the distribution system operator 
(DSO) has to provide in order to maintain a secure, reliable and efficient distribution 
system. The Nikola project evaluates the potential role of the EVs in the distribution grids: 
 

• MV-LV Transformer and lines overloading: The possibility of discharging EV 
batteries can mitigate the low voltages levels than a grid can reach when subjected 
to overloading. 
 

• LV over-voltages management: There could be over-voltages in a Low Voltage 
grid because of the big amounts of distributed generation. This effect can be 
reduced by choosing a proper discharging pattern for the EVs. 
 

• LV network balancing: A proper EV charging/discharging pattern can also help 
to mitigate the unbalances caused by the single phase charging/discharging.  
 

• LV congestion due to fast Charging Station: A grid could face the situation that a 
fast charging station has been installed in a weak area of the network. EV charging 
pattern could limit the power and avoid further problems. 
 

• Islanded micro-grid and black start: Having a fleet of EVs it is possible to sustain 
a small electrical system if the EV inverter is able to work in islanded mode. 

The Nikola project is testing selected services in Borup, a Danish suburban area in 
southern Zealand. This network has been modelled in Matlab Simulink 
SimPowerSystems and has been used for voltage support studies [23]. This network will 
be explained in detail in Chapter 2. 
 
Nikola user added services are focused on how the EV owner could also be a part of the 
EV integration, and how this could provide economic incentive to the EV owner: 
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• Charging flexibility assessment: The EV has charging flexibility when the time 
that the EV is plugged is much longer than the time that the EV needs to be fully 
charged. 
 

• Charging information: The user can have access to the charging information via 
internet or mobile apps. 
 

• Charging management: The user’s historical data can help to predict the user’s 
behaviour when charging the EV. 
 

• Vehicle-To-X (V2X): It is possible to discharge the EV battery and provide 
electricity when the user has no access to the grid. 

1.3 Lithium-Ion technology 

Lithium-ion technology is used for manufacturing the majority of the electric and hibrid 
vehicle batteries. A lithium-ion battery is a device designed for storing electric energy 
that uses lithium salt as electrolyte, providing the needed ions for the reversible 
electrochemical reaction between the anode and the cathode. Lithium ions move from the 
negative electrode to the positive electrode during the discharging period and back when 
charging. 
 
Gilbert Newton Lewis was a pioneer in the use of lithium in batteries. He started to 
develop a lithium battery in 1912, but it was not until the seventies when the lithium 
batteries became a reality and were suitable for commercial purposes. Those batteries 
were made of metalic lithium electrodes, which presented some safety issues because of 
the lithium instability in atmospheric conditions. In 1985 Akira Yoshino developed the 
first lithium-ion battery prototype, which was a much more stable battery than the lithium 
metal battery, and also rechargable. This improvement in the use of lithium was possible 
due to John B. Goodenough, who discovered that a positive electrode of lithium cobalt 
oxide gives stability to the battery, and Rachid Yazami, who found out that intercalating 
lithium in graphite it is possible to have a reversible electrochemical reaction between 
anode and cathode. In 1991 the first commercial Lithium-ion battery appeared, 
comercialized by Sony [9], [10]. 
 
This type of batteries have been used over the last years in all kind of electronic devices 
like laptops or moblie phones, and lately they are becoming more popular in aerospace 
applications and electric vehicles. 
 
Lithium-ion batteries are one of the most popular rechargable batteries nowadays, mainly 
because the following reasons [11], [12], [13], [14]: 
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• Lightness of the components and high energy density: In Figure 1-3 it can be seen 
that lithium-ion batteries have the best behavior among the estabished 
technologies. They have a high energy density (250-620 Wh/l), which means that 
for the same amount of energy Li-Ion batteries are much smaller than other 
technologies like Ni-MH or Ni-Cd. Their specific energy is also one of the highest 
(100-265 Wh/kg), weighing less than Li-Titanate or Ni-Cd batteries. 

 

 

Figure 1-3 Battery technologies lightness and energy density comparison [15] 

  

• Low Self-discharge: Batteries self-discharge when they are not beign used for a 
period. The self-discharge rate varies with the temperature, chemistry of the 
battery and state of charge among other factors. Lithium-ion batteries have a low 
self-discharge, which means that after having the battery without working for a 
long time it still has a similar amount of energy stored compared to the amount it 
had at the beginning of the inactivity period. In Table 1-1 the difference between 
three types of technology can be seen, and it can be noticed that the Lithium-ion 
battery has the lowest self-discharge rate. 
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Table 1-1 Estimated self-discharge rate for different battery technologies [16] 

Battery System Estimated self-discharge 

Lead-acid 5% per month 

Nickel-based 10-15% per month 

Lithium-ion 
1-2% per month (plus 3% for safety 

circuit) 

 

• Low memory effect: The memory effect is observed in a battery when it is 
repeteadly recharged before being fully discharged. If this happens in a Ni-Cd or 
in a Ni-MH battery, it will not be able to store or dispatch its maximum capacity. 
Lithium-ion batteries have a low memory effect. 
 

• High cell voltage: In a battery cell, the energy is equal to the voltage times the 
charge, so if the charge is stored at higher voltage the energy is higher. In Table 
1-2 a comparison between different cell voltages can be seen. The battery with a 
higher voltage is the Lithium-ion battery. 

Table 1-2 Estimated cell voltage for different battery technologies [17] 

Battery System Cell voltage (V) 

Lead-acid 2 

Nickel-based 1.2 

Lithium-ion 3.7 

 

• Long battery life for EVs: Over time, Li-ion batteries lose their capacity because 
some ions are stucked in the anode. When this happens, those ions cannot move 
anymore so they are useless for creating energy. This occurs each time the battery 
is used, so the battery loses its capacity little by little. In an EV battery this effect 
is as well observable, but studies reveal that a batery with the 80% or 70% of its 
initial capacity can satisfy the majority of the driver needs, and it could be enough 
with a 30% of capacity. Due to this fact, EV batteries can be used for a long time.  

On the other hand, there are several disadvanteges that have to be taken into 
consideration. Those disadvanteges present some questions about if lithium-ion 
technology is the best technology to store energy [12], [13], [18]: 
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• Cost: One of the major disadvanteges of this type of batteries is their cost. 
Comparing a Li-ion cell with a Ni-Cd cell, the cost of fabricating a Li-ion cell is 
around forty percent higher. This characteristic plays a big role considering that 
they are being produced in mass. 
 

• Ageing: Li-ion batteries suffer from ageing, which is a major disadvantage for 
electronic devices consumers. The number of charging and discharging cycles that 
the battery has suffered can increase this effect, which makes the battery last less 
time. In order to mitigate the ageing, a Li-ion battery should be stored partially 
charged. 
 

• Immature technology: Lithium ion technology is constantly being developed. This 
can be seen as a disadvantage if it is understood as it does not remain constant. 
However, this could also be an advantage because there are always better solutions 
that are coming up when this technology is developed. 
 

• They require protection: Lithium-ion batteries need to keep the current within 
safety limits. This issue was a problem years ago but, with integrated circuit 
technology, this current protection can easily be implemented in the battery. 

 
An EV battery has to have a high power-to-weigh and energy-to-weigh ratio because a 
light battery improves the behavior of the EV. It is also important for the battery to have 
a high energy density, which means that the battery has to be able to store a big amount 
of energy in a small volume. Furthermore, it is crucial not to have a high memory effect 
because it is going to be charged several times before being fully discharged. Moreover, 
because of the high price that these batteries have, they should last for years. A Lithium-
ion battery is able to provide all these characteristics, which make this kind of battery 
perfect for being installed in an electric vehicle. 

1.4 The Simulation environment: Matlab Simulink 

The Lithium-ion battery and the Borup distribution network that will be explained in the 
following chapters have been developed in Matlab Simulink. 
 
Simulink is a programming language tool developed by MathWorks that provides a 
graphical environment for simulating and analysing dynamic systems. In that graphical 
environment it is possible to build models and block diagrams with predefined blocks 
stored in its library. The simulation engine is able to solve differential equations, and 
Simulink also has a graph editor to plot and display the results obtained in the simulation 
[19]. 
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Matlab becomes extremely useful when it is necessary to define, calculate and analyse 
different subsystems that form a big model. Its ODE (Ordinary Differential Equation) 
solver can work with variable step and fixed step, and the possibility to work with a block 
that has the needed ODE integrated can save a lot of time when it comes to define those 
equations in a programming language. Matlab Simulink also enables to establish 
mathematical relationships between blocks, subsystems and models by using signal lines 
and smart signal routing. Moreover, it has what is called toolboxes, which is a family of 
application-specific solutions that allows the user to apply specialized technology. 
SimPowerSystems allows the simulation of electrical power systems [20]. 
 
All in all, Matlab Simulink is a high performance programming language for technical 
purposes that have been extremely helpful in this thesis for the simulation of complex 
power systems and the modelling of electrical devices.   

1.5 Research objectives 

The accomplishment of this thesis relies on the need for developing two controllers for 
the Low Voltage grid located in Borup within the Nikola Project, which aims at describing 
and validating a list of services that EVs can offer to the grid and the user. The following 
objectives have been established for the development of this thesis: 
 

• Understanding of the Smart Grid role in the future power system structure. 
 

• Understanding of the convenience of using lithium-ion technology for EV 
batteries instead other type of technology. 
 

• Study of a real Danish Low Voltage grid with distributed generation like 
Photovoltaic installations, and variable loads like EVs. 
 

• Study, understanding and development of an EV battery in Matlab Simulink 
SimPowerSystems. 
 

• Analysis of the EV battery behaviour when subjected to different charging 
patterns. 
 

• Development of two controllers for controlling the EV charging pattern in Matlab 
Simulink SimPowerSystems, and their implementation in a real Danish grid 
model. The modelled controllers are centralised congestion controller and 
centralised congestion controller with decentralised voltage management. 
 

• Analysis of the consequences of implementing two different controllers, and 
differences between them. 
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2  
BORUP NETWORK 

2.1 Network description 

The Borup network, as it has been introduced in Chapter 1, is a real Danish low voltage 
network where the different services that EVs can provide will be tested within the Nikola 
project. This network is located in the city of Borup, in southern Zealand, and it has been 
modelled in Matlab Simulink SimPowerSystems. This is the model where the majority of 
the tasks of this thesis, like the control strategies and the battery model have been tested. 
 

 

Figure 2-1 Borup location and modelled area [21], [22] 

In Figure 2-2 a single phase diagram of the Borup network can be seen. 
 

 

Figure 2-2 Single phase diagram of Borup network [23] 
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The MV/LV 400 kVA transformer is connecting the 10.5 kV medium voltage network 
with the 0.42 kV distribution feeders. This transformer has a three-phase short circuit 
power equal to 20 MVA, nominal ratio equal to 10.5/0.42 kV, resistance for each winding 
equal to 0.005 per unit, leakage inductance equal to 0.02 per unit and the secondary star 
point winding directly grounded. The feeding point for this network is the medium 
voltage side of the transformer, and the source connected to this point that acts as a voltage 
source is a swing generator with a short-circuit power equal to 10 MVA. 
 
The low voltage feeder has 14 nodes, 13 line segments and 43 households divided in three 
groups depending on their location and characteristics. The line segments 4x150 mm2 Al 
PEX conductor with resistance equal to 0.207 Ω/km and inductance equal to 0.078 Ω/km. 
Households are divided in three areas. Borup network is divided in areas “A” and “B”, 
and area “C” represents three feeders that are also connected to the same transformer but 
for whom the individual household data is not available, so they have been represented 
as a single household. The households located in Hørmarken Street are the ones 
represented in area “A”, where every household has an electric vehicle but there is only 
one that is equipped with a photovoltaic installation. This last household is marked with 
green (EV+PV) and the rest of them in blue (Only EV). Græsmarken Street is represented 
in area “B”, where every household has an electric vehicle and a photovoltaic installation. 
There is also an extra consumption, a street light that is marked with black. The Matlab 
Simulink SimPowerSystems model of Borup Network can be found in appendix A. 
 
In that model, Hørmarken Street households are marked with green and Græsmarken 
Street Households with red and blue. The transformer at the top is marked with orange 
and at its left there is a swing generator. The blue household at the very top of the image 
is the area “C”. Inside every household there is the battery model that will be explained 
in following chapters, and also the consumption and PV production of that household, 
and other blocks to measure currents and voltages. The single phase PV inverters are 
equipped with reactive power control (RPC) developed in [23], and the objective of this 
control is lowering the voltage when the active power consumption is high. This control 
has not been used in this thesis, so there will not be reactive power compensation. 
 
Table 2-1 shows the number of EVs connected per phase in each node. This table is 
important to understand the voltage distribution in the network, because there are nodes 
where one phase is more stressed than the other two, e.g. node 613, where there are no 
EVs connected in phase c while in phase b there are 3 EVs. It is expected to have lower 
voltages in the stressed phase than in the other phases; this concept is explained in future 
chapters. The EVs have been distributed in order to have the most balanced possible 
network, so there are the same number of EVs per phase. 
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Table 2-1 Number of EVs connected per phase in each node 

 Hørmarken Græsmarken  

602 603 604 607 608 609 610 611 612 613 Total

A 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 14 

B 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 0 1 3 14 

C 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 0 14 

2.2 Household consumption and PV production 

The Borup model described above is three-phased and there is no insight into individual 
phase fractions for the measured power flows, so the load is equally distributed with no 
unbalances between the phases. Moreover and due to the lack of information about the 
reactive power consumption (only the active power component has been measured), a 
0.95 inductive power factor has been chosen as a reference value for all household [23]. 
 
In Græsmarken Street the households have heat pumps and, in Hørmarken Street there is 
district heating, so the consumption during the heating period is expected to be higher in 
Græsmarken Street. Regarding PV production, the model has 24 PV installations with 
peak power equal to 2.96 kWp, and three other installations with peak power equal to 
4.07 kWp. These PV installations are connected to 3.6 kWp and 5.4 kWp inverters 
respectively. 
 
Table 2-2 shows the number of PV installations connected per phase in each node. They 
are equally distributed between phases in order to have a balanced network. 

Table 2-2 Number of PV installations connected per phase in each node 

 Hørmarken Græsmarken  

602 603 604 607 608 609 610 611 612 613 Total

A 0 0 0 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 9 

B 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 9 

C 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 9 

 
The measured data for the households in areas “A”, “B” and “C” is available from March 
2012 to March 2013. In this thesis two typical days have been chosen: one day in spring 
and one day in winter. Spring and winter present extreme cases for consumption and PV 
production. The consumption during spring time is low because there is no need for 
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heating and the PV production is high, so the power flowing from the households to the 
MV network through the transformer is at its minimum. In winter the consumption is 
expected to be much higher and the PV production almost zero. During winter time the 
power sent from the MV network to the household is at its maximum. 
 
In Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4 the typical daily consumption and PV production in spring 
and winter are represented. 
 
The figures confirm what has been previously said, that the consumption is much higher 
in winter than in spring, and the PV production in winter is almost imperceptible. 
Comparisons between the total daily consumption and production in spring and winter 
are shown in Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6. 
 

 

Figure 2-3 Typical household consumption and production of the observed feeder in 
spring 
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Figure 2-4 Typical household consumption and production of the observed feeder in 
winter 

 

Figure 2-5 Total transformer consumption of the observed network in spring and winter 
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Figure 2-6 Total production of the observed network in spring and winter 

 

Table 2-3 Total daily production and consumption for the two scenarios at the 
transformer level 

 
Total Daily 

Consumption 
(kWh) 

Total Daily 
Production (kWh) 

Spring 1517.7 526.064 

Winter 3738.1 0.353 

 
These two scenarios, spring and winter, are the ones that will be used to test the behaviour 
of the control strategies. 
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3  
LITHIUM-ION BATTERY MODEL 

3.1 Storage Technology 

In this thesis, an EV battery model is needed to characterize the EVs connected in Borup 
network’s households. The electric vehicle that has been used for the studies in this thesis 
is Peugeot iOn. This is one of the EV that engineers from Nikola Project are using for 

testing their different studies. This EV has a lithium manganese oxide ( ) battery, 

which is a type of lithium-ion battery that uses manganese dioxide ( ) as a cathode 
material. The first study about lithium insertions in manganese spinels was published in 
1983 and, in 1996, the first lithium manganese oxide battery was commercialized by Moli 
Energy [24]. 
 
These kind of batteries are non-toxic, less expensive than other lithium-ion technologies, 
and their components are earth-abundant. Electrodes in these batteries must have crystal 
structures which makes possible the insertion or extraction of lithium ions, and also be 
able to accept electrons that compensate the chemical reaction. The anode is made from 
graphite, and the cathode from lithium manganese oxide. The cathode crystalline 
architecture has a three-dimensional spinel structure, which provides low internal 
resistance by improving ion flow on the electrode. This structure also enhances the safety 
and thermal stability. On the other hand, the life span is not as high as other structures.  
 

 

Figure 3-1 Lithium Manganese Oxide structure [24] 

Figure 3-1 illustrates the formation of the cathode, which is composed of diamond shapes 

creating a lattice. It can be seen that the  ions are inserted in the interstitial spaces and, 
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because of the three-dimensionality of the structure, this technology can provide a higher 
rate-capability than two-dimensional structures. 

During discharge, positive  ions flow from the negative (anode) to the positive 
electrode (cathode) through the electrolyte. At the same time, electrons travel in the 
external circuit to balance the reaction, which produces a voltage close to 3.7 volts. 
Equation (3-1) shows this reaction [25]. 
 

⇋ 1 3 1 3  (3-1)

 
This is a secondary battery, which means that it is rechargeable, and the reaction is 
completely reversible. Figure 3-2 illustrates the lithium ions flow between electrodes 
through the electrolyte. The electrolyte in the lithium-ion batteries must be made of non-
aqueous organic lithium salts due to the violent behaviour that lithium experiments when 
it reacts with water. The electrolyte does not take part in the reaction. 
 

 

Figure 3-2 Lithium-ion battery charge/discharge [26] 

3.2 Model description 

3.2.1 Main assumptions 

The storage model that has been used in this thesis has been developed based on the 
Vanadium Redox Battery (VRB) model described in [27]. The model has been modified 
for Lithium-Ion technology, which is the one implemented in Peugeot-iOn. The model’s 
state variables are the State of Charge (SOC) and the Voltage, whereas the rest of the 
variables such as Open Circuit Voltage (OCV), internal resistance, protection and 
limitation boundaries are dependent on those state variables. How they are related among 
each other and what their importance is, will be explained later on in this chapter. 
Moreover, there is no thermal dynamic block due to the lack of information about it, and 
also because the maximum power that the EV battery is going to use for the different 
scenarios of this thesis is equal to 3.7 kW. This power is equal to the 23% of the total 
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battery power (16.3 kW) so it can be assumed that the temperature is going to be kept 
constant. Dynamic blocks of the model and how they are connected between each other 
can be seen in Figure 3-3. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3-3 Li-ion battery model 
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The model can be explained starting from the block “Basis and references”, at the right 
of Figure 3-3. The input is the reference power, which is the one that the battery is asked 
to deliver or to store. It can be in per unit or in watts, but there will be only one of those, 
not both. For the simulations in this chapter, the reference power will be in watts. This 
block gives the battery total capacity as an output and also the reference power in watts. 
If the reference power has been introduced in watts, the block directly assigns that value 
to the power output, but it will convert the reference power into watts if the data is 
introduced in per unit values. After that block, the battery total capacity is used as an input 
of the block “SOC dynamic” together with the current that is flowing through the battery 
and also the initial State of Charge. The output of this block is the SOC in per unit. Due 
to the fact that the Lithium-ion technology has a low aging effect, the temperature is 
almost constant and for this EV application the battery is not going to be fully discharge 
in a short time, it can be considered that the battery total capacity remains constant, so the 
Peukert’s effect has not been taken into account [28]. 
 
The “Efficiency” block takes into account the inverter losses and other consumptions that 
have to be deducted from the battery power (Pbattery_in), which is the one dispatched or 
absorbed by the battery itself. The output power (Pbattery_out) is the one that flows out 
of the inverter if the battery is delivering power, and into the inverter if the battery is 
absorbing power. The reference power (Pref_in) has a similar behaviour in this block, and 
the output (Pref_out) is used as the input for the “Limitation” block. The current obtained 
from that power and the battery voltage (idc_ref_lim) is forced to keep its value below 
the nominal reference current. The nominal reference current is the maximum current that 
can be sent through the cell. 
 
That current is used as the input in the “Protection” block, together with the SOC. The 
duty of this block is to limit the current absorption when the SOC is at its maximum, as 
well as limit the current delivery when the SOC is at its minimum. The protection signal 
obtained as the output is equal to one when the SOC has not reached its limits and the 
battery can absorb or deliver power, or equal to zero when the SOC is about to overcome 
the boundaries. The block “Battery inverter current controller” uses the protection signal 
and the limited current to calculate a new current (idc_ref cont) that put together the 
characteristics of both signals. That current will not exceed the nominal reference current 
and will also equal to zero when the SOC reaches its boundaries. Moreover, there is a PI 
(Proportional- Integral) controller in this block that recalculates the battery voltage in 
order to eliminate the stationary error between the reference current and the actual flowing 
current. That voltage is as well forced to not overcome the maximum and minimum 
voltage levels allowed by the cell. Using the SOC, it is possible to calculate the OCV in 
the block “Battery equivalent circuit” and, once OCV has been calculated, it is possible 
to find the battery voltage. 
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The rest of the outputs like the current and the output power are calculated with the 
internal resistance value, which is dependent on the SOC as well. 
 
Batteries are composed of cells, connected in series and/or in parallel. Peugeot-iOn has 
88 cells connected in series which increases the battery voltage but keeps the battery 
current at the same cell level. There is very few information available about Peugeot-
iOn’s battery so, due to the fact that it has the exactly same battery as Mitsubishi i-MiEV, 
the used data are referred to Mitsubishi i-MiEV [29]. 
 
Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 show the data used for the simulations, which define the 
behaviour of the battery. 
 

Table 3-1 Li-ion battery cell nominal parameters [30] 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Table 3-2 Li-ion battery nominal parameters [30] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The rest of the sections in this chapter describe in detail each block that has been 
introduced in this section. 

Parameters Values 

Voltage (V) 3.7 

Current (A) 50 

Capacity (Ah) 50 

Power (W) 185 

Energy (Wh) 185 

Min/Max Voltage (V) 2.75/4.10

Parameters Values 

Cell configuration 88 in series

Voltage (V) 325.6 

Current (A) 50 

Capacity (Ah) 50 

Power (kW) 16.3 

Energy (kWh) 16.3 

Usable energy (kWh) 14.6 
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3.2.2 Basis and references block 

It has been explained in the section above that the input to the model can be the reference 
power in per unit or in watts (only one of those options), and the first output is the 
reference power in watts. In Figure 3-4 it can be seen that if the data is given in watts to 
the model (number 2 in blue) the block the block directly assigns that value to the power 
output, but if the data is given in per unit the block needs to do the conversion. The 
constant values at the left side of the image are the cell and battery nominal parameters. 
In order to calculate the reference power in watts and the battery energy shown in the 
display, equations (3-2), (3-3) and (3-4) can be used. 
 

∙ º ∙ ∙ º  (3-2)

 

	 ∙  (3-3)

 

∙ ∙ º  (3-4)

 

 

 

Figure 3-4 Basis and References block 
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3.2.3 Limitation block 

The inputs of this block are the reference power (once it has been affected by the 
efficiency) and the battery voltage. Dividing the reference power by the battery voltage, 
the reference current in Amperes is obtained. After that, the current is divided by the 
nominal current in order to have per unit values. 
 

 (3-5)

 

	 	 ∙ º ∙ º  (3-6)

 
The constant values used to calculate the battery nominal current are the same as the ones 
used in the last section. The hysteresis block keeps the current at its maximum or 
minimum value when it tries to go beyond the cell nominal current (maximum current 
that can be sent through the cell). At the end, the output is the limited reference current. 
 

 

Figure 3-5 Limitation block 

The cell nominal current (iref_nom) can be calculated knowing the power output of the 
permanent synchronous motor that the Peugeot-iOn has, which is 47 kW. Dividing this 
value by the battery nominal power, the current in p.u. can be obtained. 
 

 (3-7)
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3.2.4 Protection block 

In this block, as it has been explained before, the reference current is limited by the SOC. 
The relay block after the SOC gives zero when SOC is equal to the maximum SOC 
(usually the maximum SOC is equal to 1), and one in any other case. If the reference 
current is greater than zero (discharging the battery) the signal sent from the reference 
current to the OR block will be equal to one. The OR block at the top of the image will 
send a signal equal to zero if the battery is charging when the SOC is at its maximum 
(charging  0; SOC at its maximum  0). It will give one in any other case. 
 
The second OR block works in the opposite way. Here, instead using the SOC, the Depth 
of Discharge (DOD) is used. The DOD gives the opposite information than the SOC, so 
if the DOD is equal to zero it means that the battery is fully charged, and when it is equal 
to one, it is completely discharged: 
 

1  (3-8)

 
When the DOD is equal to one (SOC equal to zero) the relay block will give a signal 
equal to 0, and it will give 1 in any other case. The signal sent after the OR block will be 
equal to zero when the battery wants to develop power (discharging) and the SOC is at 
its minimum (discharging + NOT  0; SOC at its minimum  0). It will also give one 
in any other case. 
 

 

Figure 3-6 Protection block 

Summarizing, the protection signal will be equal to zero when the SOC is at its minimum 
value and the battery is asked to deliver power, and also when the SOC is at its maximum 
value and the battery is asked to store more power. It is impossible to deliver more power 
if the SOC is at its minimum and to store more power than the maximum SOC. In any 
other case it will be equal to one.  
 
The maximum SOC is equal to 1 p.u. and minimum SOC is 0.2 p.u. 
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3.2.5 Battery inverter current controller 

Combining the protection signal and the limited reference current, the switch at the 
beginning of this block creates a current signal that respects the SOC thresholds and the 
cell nominal current. Once that current has been calculated, it is deducted from the actual 
current that is flowing through the cell, which gives the error. 
 
The current error goes inside a PI controller, which controls the PWM (Pulse-width 
modulation) inverter by setting the voltage reference so the battery can work with the 
desired current. This PI controller has an Anti-Windup system with a saturation block, 
which prevents from the Windup effect. The windup effect occurs when the controller 
faces a big change in set points so the integral term accumulates an important error during 
the raise (windup), producing a delay in the controller when the actuator is saturated. The 
saturation block limits the voltage so it will not go above or below the cell voltage 
thresholds. 
 

 
Figure 3-7 Battery inverter current controller 

3.2.6 Battery equivalent circuit 

This block represents the electrochemical model (Figure 3-8), with two voltage sources 
and a resistance. The first voltage source is the open circuit voltage of the cell, and the 
second is controlled so that the desired current can circulate through the battery according 
to the desired power. 

 

Figure 3-8 Electrochemical model 
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There are two inputs, the SOC and the reference voltage. The Open Circuit Voltage 
(OCV) is function of the SOC, and their relationship produces Figure 3-9. 
 

 

Figure 3-9 SOC vs. OCV for one li-ion battery cell 

Once the OCV in one cell has been calculated, it can be multiplied by the number of cells 
in order to have the OCV in the battery. With the reference voltage and the OCV it is 
possible to find the battery voltage. The close loop between battery voltage and the 
reference represents a delay, which is needed to initiate the model. The internal resistance 
has a different value when the battery is storing energy than when it is dispatching energy, 
and the value also depends on the SOC. Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11 show this 
behaviour. 
 

 

Figure 3-10 Internal resistance during discharge for one li-ion battery cell 
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Figure 3-11 Internal resistance during charge for one li-ion battery cell 

The Battery equivalent circuit model can be seen in Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13. 
 

 

Figure 3-12 Battery equivalent circuit – Part 1 
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Figure 3-13 Battery equivalent circuit – Part 2 

3.2.7 SOC Dynamic block 

The State of Charge (SOC) gives information about the quantity of energy that is stored 
in the battery. This value is equal to one when the battery is fully charged, and equal to 
zero when it is completely discharged. For a lithium-ion battery, it is recommended to 
keep the SOC above 0.2, because if the SOC reaches the minimum level (SOC equal to 
zero) the battery could lose its function. 
 
With the battery total capacity calculated in the block “Basis and references”, and the 
current that is flowing through the battery, it is possible to calculate the SOC with 
equation (3-9). The constant SOC0 is the SOC value in the initial instant of the simulation. 
 

∙  (3-9)
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The solutions leakage has to be considered as well. This value is around 1.5% of the 
flowing current in a lithium-ion battery. 
 
In this model has been assumed that the SOC is perfectly known and measurable at any 
time, but this is not true. This value is related to the OCV, which is a variable that is not 
possible to measure when charging or discharging the battery. In this case there is no 
parasitic current (culombic efficiency equal to one) and the initial SOC is known, so the 
SOC has been calculated by integrating the flowing current. There could be errors in the 
measure of the current, so a full charge is required periodically in order to reset the error.   
 

 

Figure 3-14 SOC Dynamic block 

3.2.8 Efficiency block 

This block takes into consideration the efficiency of the inverter so, every time that the 
battery sends power through it, a part of it is lost in the inverter. The first input is the 
reference power that the battery is asked to deliver or to store from outside of the storage 
system (Pref_in). If that power is positive the battery has to deliver energy, so the power 
flowing inside the battery (Pref) has to be greater than the previous one due to the inverter 
loses. When the battery has to store energy the behaviour is just the opposite, so the power 
flowing inside the battery is lower than the one it is asked to store. 
 
The real power that is going outside and inside the battery without the inverter 
(Pbattery_in) will be greater than the power that is flowing out of the storage system 
(Pbattery) when the battery is dispatching power, and lower when the battery is storing 
energy. 
 
The efficiency test [31] indicates that the inverter works with an efficiency equal to 73.2 
%, or 0.732 in per unit. Figure 3-15 illustrate the efficiency block. 
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Figure 3-15 Efficiency block 

3.3 Battery model simulations 

The simulations explained in this section will show the behaviour of the battery when 
subjected to different charging and discharging patterns. The charging pattern occurs in 
twenty four hours, starting at 0:00 and finishing at 23:59. 
 
For the simulations in this chapter, the power has been considered positive when the 
battery is storing power, i.e., from the grid to the battery, and it has been considered 
negative when the battery is delivering power. The reference for the current is the same; 
it is considered positive when going inside the battery (charging process), and negative 
when going outside of it (discharging process). 

3.3.1 Dumb charging pattern 

The first charging process is a “dumb-charging” pattern, which starts at 12 p.m. and 
discharges the EV for five hours with 3 kW in the first hour, 3.7 kW during the next three 
hours, and 0.2 kW in the last hour. At 7 p.m. (19 h) starts the charging process, which 
consists of five hours with the opposite power pattern. It is represented in Figure 3-16. 
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Figure 3-16 Dumb-charging test pattern 

 

 

Figure 3-17 Battery SOC for the Dumb-charging scenario 
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The battery starts with a SOC level equal to 0.8. It goes down to 0.2 p.u. during the 
discharging period, and goes back to initial level after the charging process. If the 
simulation last longer, the battery will reach a SOC equal to 1. This behaviour can be seen 
in Figure 3-17. It can be seen that during the charging process the battery does not reach 
its maximum level (SOC=1), and also that the discharging process is faster than the 
charging one. This behaviour can also be seen in Figure 3-18, where the output power 
does not follow the reference power during the discharging period because the battery has 
reached the minimum level and it is impossible to deliver more power. The output power 
does follow the reference power during the charging process. 
 

 

Figure 3-18 Reference Power vs. Output Power for the Dumb-charging scenario 

The reason why the discharging process is faster than the charging one is related to the 
battery current. It is known that the DC current that is flowing through the battery is equal 
to the power flowing in the battery divided by the battery voltage. The power flowing 
through the battery is equal to the power output multiplied by the efficiency when the 
battery is dispatching power, or divided by it if the battery is storing power. When the 
battery is delivering power, the power flowing through the battery is higher than the 
output power and it is lower when the battery stores power, so the current is much higher 
during the discharging period and the SOC decreases faster. Figure 3-19 shows the DC 
current. 
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Figure 3-19 Battery current for the Dumb-charging scenario 

 

 

Figure 3-20 OCV vs. Battery Voltage for the Dumb-charging scenario 
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The battery current increases or decreases mainly because of changes in the power, and 
the points when the power goes from 3 kW to 3.7 kW and then to 0.2 kW can be easily 
noticed. In the period between those power changes the current is also oscillating because 
of fluctuations in the battery voltage. 
 
In the previous section of this chapter, it has been explained how the OCV and, 
consequently, the battery voltage as a function of the SOC, are increasing when the SOC 
increases and also the other way. In Figure 3-20 it can be seen that the OCV and the 
battery voltage follow an almost identical progression during the simulation. The 
difference between the OCV and the battery voltage is caused by the internal resistance 
and the voltage droop associated to this. During the charging process the battery voltage 
is slightly higher because the current is going from the main network to the battery, and 
during the discharging process there is an opposite behaviour. 

3.3.2 Fast discharge pattern 

It is also possible to simulate a fast discharge in order to check if the battery works. The 
charging process starts at 0:00 with 3.7 kW during seven hours and after that there is one 
hour with 15 kW of consumption. Figure 3-21 illustrates this behaviour. 
 

 

Figure 3-21 Fast discharge test pattern 
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The initial SOC is equal to its minimum value (SOC(0)=0.2 p.u), and in Figure 3-22 it 
can be seen that the battery reaches the maximum SOC in around five hours and then 
remains at that level until the EV demands power from it. At 7 a.m. the SOC decreases 
very fast because of the great amount of power that the battery is dispatching. It is 
noticeable that the battery goes from its maximum level to its minimum in less than one 
hour. 
 

 

Figure 3-22 Battery SOC for the fast discharge scenario 

Looking at Figure 3-23 it is possible to understand better what happens on the battery. 
As it has been explained in Figure 3-22, the battery stops storing energy around 5 a.m. 
because the maximum SOC has been reached, and during the discharging process the 
battery is not able to deliver that amount of power during one hour.  
 
The battery current profile follows the power changes and the battery voltage fluctuations. 
In Figure 3-24 and Figure 3-25 it is possible to see the current and voltage evolution. 
The battery current increases when the power increases and the other way, as it has been 
explained in the last simulation and in the previous section of this chapter, and the 
differences between the OCV and the battery voltage are caused by the voltage droop and 
the internal resistance, as it was said as well in the previous simulation. 
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Figure 3-23 Reference Power vs. Output Power for the fast discharge scenario 

 

 

Figure 3-24 Battery current for the fast discharge scenario 
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Figure 3-25 OCV vs. Battery voltage for the fast discharge scenario 
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4  
CONTROL STRATEGIES 

Once the EV battery model has been developed and tested, it is time for the control 
strategies to be modelled in Matlab Simulink SimPowerSystems. The two controllers 
presented in this chapter have been implemented in the Danish real network with the PV 
production and consumption described in Chapter 2. The aim of these control strategies 
is to keep the EV battery charging with the maximum possible power but taking into 
consideration that the network operation has to be proper in terms of power and voltage, 
i.e., power and voltage cannot go beyond their thresholds. Power is easily controlled by 
reducing the power that the variable loads are consuming when the flowing power inside 
the network overcomes its maximum. In this system, the power that the EVs are 
consuming for charging is what will be reduced in order to keep the flowing power 
through the transformer within limits. 
 
Voltage can be controlled in several ways, e.g. with reactive power control provided by 
the PV inverters [23]. It could also be possible to compensate the system with capacitors 
in the nodes far from the generator, where the voltage is lower. Those capacitors could 
provide reactive power which would raise the voltage in the system, especially in the 
nodes where they are connected. Moreover, voltages can be controlled as well varying 
the power that the variable loads are consuming. When distribution lines are overloaded, 
they demand reactive power to be able to transport a big amount of active power. Voltage 
modules difference between the sending node voltage and the receiving node voltage is 
what influences the most the reactive power flow, and when that difference is big the line 
is able to transport a big quantity of reactive power to the next line section [32], [33]. The 
voltage at the generator has been set at 1 p.u. and each node voltage has to be lower than 
the previous node voltage in order to send reactive power until the last sections of the 
lines, so that is the reason why the voltages decrease gradually until the end of the lines 
when the active power flow is high. EVs are the variable loads in this system, so if the 
power that they are consuming for charging is reduced, the active power flow will 
decrease and so the reactive power demanded by the lines. If that reactive power 
diminishes, the voltage level at each node will increase. Standard “EN 50160 Voltage 
Characteristics in Public Distribution Systems” establishes that the 10 minutes average 
rms voltage values has to be within the ± 10% range of the nominal voltage in order to 
have a good performance of the power system [34]. 
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4.1 Power Control Strategy 

The first control strategy is a centralised congestion controller that takes into 
consideration the active power that is flowing through the transformer and goes into the 
network. This power should never be higher than the transformer nominal power (400 
kVA), and the power system has to satisfy the “N-1” security criteria. This criterion 
establishes that the system has to withstand the loss of anyone of its N component and 
continue with the normal operation [35]. Due to this criterion, the transformer could face 
a situation where it has to bear more power if a line or a transformer that feeds other 
households is disconnected, and they have to be fed through this transformer. For this 
reasons, the maximum active power that could be sent has been assumed to be equal to 
340 kW. 

In Figure 4-1 a basic diagram with the design of this power control strategy can be seen. 
 

 

Figure 4-1 Power Control Strategy diagram 

At the left of the diagram, the controller calculates the available power for all the EVs, 
and this power is divided afterwards by the number of EV, so the result is the available 
power for each EV: 
 

 (4-1)

 

 is the total power that the EVs are consuming, and  is the measured power 

that is flowing through the transformer, which is equal to: 
 

 (4-2)
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Knowing this, the available power for each EV is equal to: 
 

 (4-3)

 
Once this available power has been calculated, it goes inside a PI controller. This 
controller eliminates the stationary error between the output, the real power that the 
battery is consuming, and the input, the reference power that can be calculated based on 
the error. 
 

Finally, the outputs of the PI controllers of every EV are added to calculate : 
 

⋯ (4-4)

 
The power control strategy has been modelled based on this basic diagram, but some extra 
considerations have been added to the model: 
 

• It has been considered that the EVs are plugged in at 19:00 
 

• It has been considered that the initial SOC for the EVs is equal to 0.2 for the 
households in Græsmarken Street and 0.6 for the ones located in Hørmarken 
Street 

 
The plugged in hour could be different for every EV, but it has been chosen the same hour 
for all the EVs because the network faces a higher congestion when every EV is plugged 
in at the same time than when the EV charge is spread in the daytime. The initial SOC 
could be different for every EV as well, but with those initial values it is possible to 
compare the controller behaviour when it has to spread the available power between 
Græsmarken and Hørmarken Street, and when it has to divide that power between the 
EVs located only in Græsmarken Street because the ones in Hørmarken Street are fully 
charged. 
 
Considering all, the controller has been divided in two sections. Section A is located 
inside every household, and section B is located outside of them, acting as a centralised 
control. 
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Figure 4-2 Power Control Strategy section diagram 

Figure 4-3 shows the different blocks that form section B. 
 

 
 

 

Figure 4-3 Power Control Strategy - section B 

Up-left there is a block that calculates the available power with equation (4-1), which has 
been called “Modified Power” (Pmod). The power that the EVs are consuming is the 
“Total Measured Power” (Pmeas_tot), and the number of EVs that are being charged (the 
ones that have not reached a SOC equal to 1) is represented by the “SOC Check” 
(Check_SOC_TOT). The “Total Measured Power” can be calculated with the block 
located down-right. This block adds the EV measured power from Græsmarken 
(Pmeas_G_tot) and Hørmarken Street (Pmeas_H_tot). The ”SOC Check” is also 
calculated by adding the number of EVs that are being charged in Græsmarken 
(Check_SOC_G) and Hørmarken Street (Check_SOC_H). The block located up-right sets 
the condition that every EV has to be plugged in at 7 p.m. (68400 seconds). If the 

SECTION A SECTION B 
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simulation time is below that hour, the ”Reference Power” (Pref) that the block sends is 
equal to zero and, if it is above 7 p.m. it will be the ”Modified Power” (Pmod). 
 
As it has been said, section A is located inside every household. Figure 4-4 shows the 
different blocks of this section. 
 

 

Figure 4-4 Power Control Strategy - section A 

The subsystem ”Power Control” on the left of the image checks if the SOC is below 1 
and, if this is true, the ”Reduced Power” (Pred) that is going inside the battery model and 
the ”Reference Power” (Pref) will have the same values. If the SOC is equal to 1 the 
battery is fully charged and the ”Reduced Power” is equal to zero. This subsystem sets a 
”SOC Check” (Check_SOC_G1) equal to 1 when the SOC is below 1. This signal will be 
added to the ”SOC Check” signals from the rest of households, and with the resultant 
number the controller is able to know how many EVs are being charged. This number has 
been called “SOC Check” (Check_SOC_TOT) in section B. 
 
The PI controller at the right of the image, as it has been said, eliminates the stationary 
error between the “Measured Power” (Pmeas_G1) and the “Reduced Power” (Pred). The 
“Reduced Power” is acting as a reference power and the “Measured Power” is the real 
power that the EV Battery is consuming. In Figure 4-5 the PI controller can be seen in 
detail. 

 

Figure 4-5 Power Control Strategy - PI controller 

It can be noticed that the controller is also equipped with an anti-windup control, which 
is a control technique that avoids the windup effect. This controller has been explained in 
section 3.2.5. The PI controller parameters are shown in Table 4-1. 
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Table 4-1 Power Control Strategy - PI parameters 

Parameters Values 

Kp 1 

Ti 1 

Saturation block Upper limit (W) 3700 

Saturation block Lower limit (W) 0 

 
The proportional gain and the integral time produce a good behaviour with those values, 
so there is no need to change them. The Saturation block upper limit is equal to 3700 
watts because that is the maximum charging power that the EVs can use. The minimum 
charging power is 0 watts. Once the power control strategy has been detailed, it is time to 
test it in the two different scenarios, spring and winter. 

4.1.1 Spring scenario 

In spring the PV production is quite high and the consumption is small, as it has been 
explained in Chapter 2, so it is expected that the EVs are able to charge at 3.7 kW and 
also that the network is not going to face any congestions.  
 

 

Figure 4-6 Power Control: Nominal Power vs. Slack Power in spring scenario 
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In Figure 4-6 the difference between the transformer nominal power and the power that 
is flowing through the transformer (Slack Power) can be seen. Looking at this figure it 
can be noticed that the network is not facing congestions because the Slack Power is quite 
far from the Nominal Power. 
 
At the beginning of the simulation the Slack Power is equal to the consumption because 
the PV production during the night is zero, and when the simulation time approaches to 
midday (12 h) the Slack Power decreases due to the PV production raise. When the PV 
production increases, the generator provides less power because there is a part of the 
consumption that is being covered by the PV production. It is also true the other way, 
because when the PV production decreases the generator has to dispatch more power in 
order to cover the demand. Between 12 h and 16 h the PV production is higher than the 
consumption, so the network is sending power through the transformer to the MV grid. 
At 7 p.m. (19 h) there is a huge raise in the Slack Power caused by the EVs connection. 
Each EV charges with 3.7 kW because there is no congestion. At the end of the simulation 
there is a moment when the Slack Power decreases more than 50 kW, and this is because 
the EVs located in Hørmarken Street have finished their charging process and they all 
have their SOC equal to 1, so they stop demanding power from the generator. The EVs 
located in Græsmarken Street have not reached their maximum SOC at the end of the 
simulation, because if this had happened the Slack Power would have gone back to the 
values it had before the charging process started. If the simulation last longer, those EV 
will reach their maximum SOC in short time. In Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 this behaviour 
can be seen. 
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Figure 4-7 Power Control: Græsmarken Street behaviour in spring scenario 

 

 

Figure 4-8 Power Control: Hørmarken Street behaviour in spring scenario 
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Figure 4-9, Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11 illustrate voltage distribution in the most 
important nodes, where the blue box indicates that 50% of the results are inside of it. The 
median is highlighted in red. The upper and lower 25% of the results are located within 
the black lines called whiskers. The rest of the results marked with red plus signs can be 
considered as extreme cases. The majority of the voltage values are within the range 0.95 
p.u. – 1.05 p.u., which is the range where every voltage should be in order to have a good 
performance of the network, but there are some voltages with values below 0.95 p.u. Most 
of those cases have been recorded during the EVs charging period. Voltages between 0.95 
p.u. and 0.9 p.u. do not represent a problem for the network because they are still in the 
± 10% range, but those values can be improved with the Voltage Control Strategy. 
Voltages are similar between phases, but phases a and b presents lower voltages in node 
613. In that node, there are no EVs connected in phase c, so it is logical that the voltage 
in that phase is higher. 
 
Comparing Figure 2-2 with Figure 4-9, Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11 it is easy to notice 
that the nodes with the lowest voltage values are those located far from the generator. As 
it has been explained, the lines are a little overloaded when the EVs are connected, so 
node’s voltages have lower values than the previous node in order to send the reactive 
power that the lines and loads need. The overloading is insufficient to achieve voltages 
under 0.9 p.u. 
 

 

Figure 4-9 Power Control: Voltages phase a in spring scenario 
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Figure 4-10 Power Control: Voltages phase b in spring scenario 

 

 
Figure 4-11 Power Control: Voltages phase c in spring scenario 
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4.1.2 Winter scenario 

In winter the PV production is almost zero and the consumption is much higher, so it is 
expected to have congestions on the network once the EVs have been plugged in. Because 
of this, the EVs will start charging with a power below 3.7 kW until the ones located in 
Hørmarken Street reach a SOC equal to 1. Then, the EVs located in Græsmarken Street 
will be able to charge with a higher power. In Figure 4-12 the comparison between the 
Nominal Power and the Slack Power can be seen. 

 

Figure 4-12 Power Control: Nominal Power vs. Slack Power in winter scenario 

At the beginning of the simulation there is no congestion. The Slack Power is much higher 
than in spring because of the consumption, and also because there is no PV production. 
At 7 p.m. (19 h) the EVs are plugged in and the Slack Power reaches the Nominal Power. 
The network faces a congestion during the next hours, from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. (23 h), and 
during that time the charging power is limited. Taking a look at the Figure 2-5 it easily 
noticeable that the consumption in winter starts decreasing at 9 p.m. The consumption 
does not decrease enough, so the EVs are not able to charge with the maximum power. 
Short after 10 p.m. the EVs located in Hørmarken Street reach a SOC equal to 1, so the 
Slack Power decreases again and the EVs located in Græsmarken Street can charge with 
3.7 kW. Those EVs located in Græsmarken do not reach its maximum SOC at the end of 
the simulation. In Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14 the evolution of the charging power and 
the SOC in Græsmarken and Hørmarken Street can be seen. 
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Figure 4-13 Power Control: Græsmarken Street behaviour in winter scenario 

 

 

Figure 4-14 Power Control: Hørmarken Street behaviour in winter scenario 
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These figures confirm what have been said before. Charging Power has the same 
behaviour in both streets until the EVs in Hørmarken Street are fully charged. Taking a 
look at the consumption (Figure 2-5) it can be seen that the Charging pattern decreases 
when the consumption increases and the other way, so the Power Control is acting as 
expected. It is also possible to confirm that the EVs in Græsmarken Street do not reach 
the SOC equal to 1, and the ones in Hørmarken Street reach it around 10 p.m. 
 
Figure 4-15, Figure 4-16 and Figure 4-17 show the voltages values in the main nodes. 
Comparing these values with the ones obtained in the spring scenario, is easy to notice 
that the voltages are lower in winter. As it was said for the voltages in spring, the lowest 
voltages happen in the nodes far from the generator. In this scenario the network is facing 
under-voltages below 0.9 p.u, which presents a problem for its good performance. 
 
The distribution lines between the nodes are overloaded in winter, which means that those 
lines need a lot of reactive power in order to transport that amount of active power. 
Moreover, household consumptions have a power factor equal to 0.95 inductive, so those 
loads are also demanding reactive power. Because of that, the voltages are decreasing 
gradually until the end of the lines, where the voltages reach values below 0.9 p.u. This 
behaviour have to be improved with the Voltage Control Strategy, explained in the next 
section of this chapter. 

 

Figure 4-15 Power Control: Voltages phase a in winter scenario 
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Figure 4-16 Power Control: Voltages phase b in winter scenario 

 

 
Figure 4-17 Power Control: Voltages phase c in winter scenario 
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4.2 Voltage Control Strategy 

The second strategy is focused on not allowing a deviation higher than 10% in the nodes’ 
voltages. It has been developed based on the Power Control Strategy, so the power that is 
flowing through the transformer is going to be limited by the same controller described 
previously (Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4). In this controller, section B described in Figure 
4-3 remains as it was in the Power Control Strategy, but section A has to be changed in 
order to provide voltage control. This control strategy is a centralised congestion 
controller with decentralised voltage management. Figure 4-18 shows the different 
blocks of this section. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-18 Voltage Control Strategy - section A 
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Comparing Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-18 it is possible to see that the only difference is the 
subsystem located at the left of the figures. This new subsystem “Voltage Control” checks 
as well if the SOC is below 1, and if it is true the EV keeps charging. “Check_SOC_G1” 
also works in the same way, sending a signal equal to 1 when the battery is charging, so 
the controller in section B is able to know the number of EVs that are being charged in 
that moment. The difference with the previous controller is the way of setting the 
“Reduced Power” (Pred). In this case, instead of giving to Pred the same value that the 
“Reference Power” had, the phase voltage in the node where the EV is connected is 
measured in order to know how far that voltage is from the nominal voltage (230 V). 
When that voltage has a value within 100% and 95% of the nominal value, the EV 
charging power will be equal to 3.7 kW, and if it is below 95% the charging power will 
be reduced with a Droop Control in order to keep the voltage value above the threshold.  

 

 

Figure 4-19 Voltage Droop Control 

The behaviour of this Droop Control is represented in Figure 4-19 [36]. If the measured 
voltage is equal or lower than the 85% of the nominal voltage, the available power for the 
EV charge is equal to zero because the controller understands that it is an unacceptable 
value. It has been said that the voltages should keep their values within a range of ± 10%, 
but the Droop Control allows the EVs to charge until the voltage is at 0.85 p.u. This 
control could be more restrictive if the limit is set at 0.9 p.u. or 0.92 p.u., but it has been 
considered that the EV users can charge their vehicles with low power until the voltage 
is at 0.85 p.u., because it is restrictive enough for Borup network and for the studied 
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scenarios. Finally, the voltage control compares the power that goes outside of the Droop 
Control with the “Reference Power” calculated in section B, and sets the lowest one as 
the “Reduced Power”. Summarizing, the “Reference Power” obtained with the controller 
described in section B manages the power, and the controller in Figure 4-18 manages the 
voltage, so if the voltage is around 0.95 p.u. or higher, it is expected that the controller 
acts as the Power Controller described in the previous section of this chapter. 

4.2.1 Spring scenario 

There was no congestion in spring when the previous controller has been tested, so there 
will not be congestion in this case because the scenario that the network is facing is the 
one that has been used for the power control, where there was a low consumption and a 
high PV production. Figure 4-20 shows the comparison between the Slack Power and the 
Nominal Power. Looking at Figure 4-9 it is possible to see that the lowest voltages are 
around 0.94 p.u., so it is expected that the EVs are able to charge with a power close to 
3.7 kW in order to keep the voltage between 0.95 p.u. and 1 p.u. EVs located in the node 
613 are expected to charge with a lower power with respect to the rest of the EVs because 
that node has the lowest voltages.  
 
 

 

Figure 4-20 Voltage Control: Nominal Power vs. Slack Power in spring scenario 
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As it has been predicted, the network is not facing congestions and, comparing Figure 
4-20 with Figure 4-6 it is easily noticeable that the Slack Power when the EVs are 
plugged in (19 h) is lower with the Voltage Control than with the Power Control, which 
indicates that the Voltage Control is lowering the EVs charging power. Figure 4-21 and 
Figure 4-22 show two different EVs behaviour. The first one is connected in phase b in 
Græsmarken 13, a household located in node 613. Voltages at that node in phase b were 
the lowest ones during the Power Control simulation, and it can be seen that the Droop 
Control is setting a charging power below 3.7 kW for this EV in order to improve the 
voltage level at that phase in that node. The charging power is varying between 3 kW and 
3.5 kW, so the phase b voltage at node 613 is going to be around 0.94 p.u. once the EVs 
have been plugged in (19 h). 

 

Figure 4-21 Voltage Control: Græsmarken Street behaviour in spring scenario 

Figure 4-22 shows the behaviour of an EV located in phase b at node 604, where there 
the voltages during the Power Control simulation were above 0.95 p.u. Because of that, 
the EV is charging with 3.7 kW until it reaches its maximum SOC. The voltage in phase 
b never goes below 0.95 p.u., and for this particular EV in this scenario neither the Power 
Control nor the Voltage Control are limiting the charging power. Comparing Figure 4-23, 
Figure 4-24 and Figure 4-25 with Figure 4-9, Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11, it is possible 
to notice that the voltage values have not changed much between the Power Control 
simulation and the Voltage Control simulation in spring. The Voltage Control has reduced 
a little the amplitude of the lowest voltages, but the voltage distribution is similar in both 
simulations. This indicates that there is no need for the Voltage Control in spring, due to 
the fact that the voltages were within limits when this controller was not implemented. 
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Figure 4-22 Voltage Control: Hørmarken Street behaviour in spring scenario 

 

 

Figure 4-23 Voltage Control: Voltages phase a in spring scenario 
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Figure 4-24 Voltage Control: Voltages phase b in spring scenario 

 
 

 
Figure 4-25 Voltage Control: Voltages phase c in spring scenario 
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4.2.2 Winter scenario 

During the winter simulation for the Power Control Strategy, the network faced 
congestion (Figure 4-12). In this case and, considering that the voltages represented in 
Figure 4-15, Figure 4-16 and Figure 4-17 are quite low, it is expected that the voltage 
control will limit the available power for most of the EVs, so the network will not face 
power congestion and the voltages in the different nodes will remain within limits. Figure 
4-26 shows the comparison between the Slack Power and the Nominal Power. 
 

 

Figure 4-26 Voltage Control: Nominal Power vs. Slack Power in winter scenario 

The network is not facing power congestions in this case, and comparing Figure 4-26 
with Figure 4-12, it can be seen that the voltage control is limiting the charging power as 
expected, so the Slack Power is lower using the voltage control than using the power 
control. Figure 4-27 and Figure 4-28 illustrate the behaviour of the same EVs studied in 
Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22. In winter, voltages in node 613 in phase b were really low 
and it could cause a problem to the network (Figure 4-16). Figure 4-27 shows the 
behaviour of an EV connected in phase b in node 613, and it can be seen that the controller 
is setting a charging power close to 2 kW in order to keep the voltage within limits. The 
SOC is increasing slowly because of the low charging power, and the voltage has an 
acceptable value until the EVs are plugged in. At 7 p.m. the voltage decreases to values 
slightly above 0.9 p.u. This behaviour can be seen in detail in Figure 4-32.The voltage 
remains within the ±10% range until the end of the simulation, so the under-voltages have 
been eliminated due to the voltage control strategy. 
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Figure 4-27 Voltage Control: Græsmarken Street behaviour in winter scenario 

 

 

Figure 4-28 Voltage Control: Hørmarken Street behaviour in winter scenario 
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Comparing Figure 4-28 and Figure 4-14 it can be seen that the charging patterns are 
almost identical, which indicates that in this particular household the charging power has 
been set by the power controller. Taking a look at the voltage, it is noticeable that it 
remains close to 0.95 p.u. during the charging period so, if the power controller had not 
been installed, the charging power would have been close to 3.7 kW. This scenario 
presents a case where the EVs located in nodes with an acceptable voltage level are 
charging with a power set by the power controller, and the EVs located in nodes with 
under-voltages with a power set by the voltage controller. 
 
Figure 4-29, Figure 4-30 and Figure 4-31 illustrate the voltage level in the different 
phases in the nodes. Voltages are within limits, with the only exception of some extreme 
cases in node 613. Those points do not represent a problem. Taking a look at Figure 4-32 
it can be seen that voltages below 0.9 are reached where the consumption increases and 
the voltage controller has to recalculate the charging power. They last instants, so the 
average rms value remains within thresholds. Comparing Figure 4-15, Figure 4-16 and 
Figure 4-17 with the voltages in this scenario, it can be concluded that the centralised 
congestion controller with decentralised voltage management is improving the voltages 
levels and, hence, the network operation. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4-29 Voltage Control: Voltages phase a in winter scenario 
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Figure 4-30 Voltage Control: Voltages phase b in winter scenario 

 

 

Figure 4-31 Voltage Control: Voltages phase c in winter scenario 
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Figure 4-32 Voltage Control: Critical hour for phase b at node 613 
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5  
CONCLUSION 

The present thesis is focused on developing and analysing the behaviour and influence of 
a battery model and two controllers, in order to implement congestion management 
provided by electric vehicles in an active low voltage grid. The future of electric power 
systems relies on the implementation of distributed generation and variable loads with the 
aim of turning the actual system into a more reliable, flexible and sustainable network. 
Nikola Project is aware of this and, hence, they are working hard on validating a list of 
services that EVs can provide to the grid and the users. In order to study some of those 
services, a model to characterize an EV lithium-ion battery has been developed and 
studied, testing its behaviour in different scenarios and proving its validity. Moreover, a 
centralised congestion controller has been modelled, and the results prove that it limits 
the EV charging power with accuracy when the demanding power overcomes the power 
threshold. This controller is unable of improving the under-voltages below 0.9 that the 
network faces in the worst case scenario. In order to solve this problem, that control 
strategy has been enhanced to develop a centralised congestion controller with 
decentralised voltage management, which has been analysed in the same scenarios 
verifying that voltages in every node improve. This controller has accomplished a good 
network operation by keeping voltage levels within the range established in the standards, 
even in the worst case scenario and in the most loaded phase. Both controllers could be 
implemented in other distribution networks with variable loads, but it is likely that the 
Droop Control will have to be tuned according to the network, especially if it is larger 
than Borup network. In a scenario with more consumption, voltage droops at the end of 
the lines are expected to be really low, and there could be periods where EVs cannot 
charge their batteries in order to keep voltages within limits.  
 
Future work in this field could be oriented to combine the studied control strategies with 
other controllers that, in an islanded or a bigger system, could also help in mitigating 
frequency deviations which influence the network’s performance. In order to provide this 
service, EVs must be able to discharge their batteries, acting as a distributed generation 
source. Other addition that could be implemented in the voltage control strategy, that 
would be useful when the network faces congestion, is the power redistribution. There 
are scenarios that present under-voltages, and some EVs are forced to charge with a lower 
power than the one set by the power controller. This situation increases the available 
charging power (the difference between Slack Power and the maximum value is 
enlarged). That extra power could be used by EVs that are limited by the power controller 
and where the voltage is acceptable, so they could charge with a higher power. 
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